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Multiple Line Source Array for SPECT
Transmission Scans: Simulation, Phantom
and Patient Studies
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Accurate attenuation and scatter corrections in quantitative SPECT
studies require attenuation maps of the density distribution in the
scanned object. These can be obtained from simultaneous emissionAransmission scans. Methods: A new method has been devel
oped using a multiple line source array (MLA) for transmission scans,
and its performance has been investigated using computer simula
tions and experimental data. The activity in the central lines of the
MLA was higher than at the edges of the system, so that more
transmission photons would be directed toward the thicker parts of
the human body. A series of transmission-only and simultaneous
emission/transmission studies were performed for different phan
tom configurations and human subjects. Attenuation maps were
generated and used in reconstruction of attenuation-corrected
emission images. Results: The ^ coefficients for attenuation maps
obtained using the MLA system and simulated and experimental
data display no artifacts and are qualitatively and quantitatively
correct. For phantoms, the agreement between the measured and
the true value of y. for water was found to be better than 4%. The
attenuation-corrected emission images for the phantom studies
demonstrate that the activity in the heart can be accurately recon
structed. A significant qualitative improvement was also obtained
when the attenuation correction was used on patient data.
Conclusion: Our resultsindicate that the MLA transmissionsource
can be used in simultaneous transmission/emission imaging to
generate accurate attenuation maps. These maps allow for perform
ing an object-specific, attenuation correction of the emission im
ages.
Key Words: SPECT; attenuation correction; transmissionsource
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r\ccurate
methods for attenuation correction, based on exper
imental attenuation maps, are considered essential for data
quantitation in SPECT imaging (1-3). Such maps allow for
proper account to be made of the nonuniform distribution of the
attenuating medium and, potentially, for density-dependent
estimation of the scatter distribution (4).
In general, transmission source configurations can be classi
fied into two groups, depending on the detector collimation.
The first group uses standard, parallel-hole detector collimation,
and transmission is provided either by a sheet source used
without (5) or with (6,7) a collimator or a scanning line source,
mostly used with dual-head 90Â°cameras (8). The second group,
mostly used with triple-head cameras, requires special converg
ing detector collimators. In this group, a single collimated line
source is placed in the focal position of a symmetric (9) or an
asymmetric (10,11) fanbeam detector collimator.
All of these approaches, however, have disadvantages. An
uncollimated sheet source generates a map of broad-beam
attenuation coefficients, whereas use of a collimator in front of
such a source results in substantially increased activity and
weight. The scanning line source technique requires compli
cated electronic equipment to control its run-time operations.
Also, because the same activity is used to scan the whole range
of tissue thicknesses, the source must be quite strong to produce
sufficient counts for large patients. This causes substantial dead
time losses can occur at the edges of the detector, where the
source illuminates only the periphery of the body and attenua
tion is low or null. Truncation artifacts, which are inherent in
the symmetric fanbeam geometry, have been eliminated with
the asymmetric fanbeams at a cost of using a full 360Â°camera
rotation.
A transmission source consisting of four-fixed position col
limated line sources was proposed by Larsson et al. (12).
MLA TRANSMISSION
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However, in contrast to the geometry to be discussed here, those
sources were mounted perpendicular to the axis of rotation of
the camera. This did not allow for the activity distribution to
vary across the patient's body. The quality of the attenuation
maps was further degraded because the method did not include
GdJTc crosstalk correction. Also, due to the sparse positioning
of the line sources, interpolation was required for areas not
illuminated in the transmission scan.
We proposed an alternative configuration for a transmission
source that used a series of collimated line sources parallel to
the axis of rotation of the camera (13â€”15).CLS could be used
with single-head or dual-head 90Â°cameras. In that design (13),
the radiation coming from the transmission source was colli
mated into a series of nonoverlapping fanbeams, which allowed
us to obtain high-resolution attenuation maps by using a special
method of data preprocessing (15). The design of the CLS
system minimizes the number of line sources but requires a full
360Â°camera rotation.
In this article, we present a simplified version of our original
design. The new approach, a multiple line source array (MLA)
system, uses more line sources (14â€”20)and has less restrictive
collimation on the source side. The main objective of this study
was to investigate the performance of the new transmission
source configuration. The overall quality, spatial resolution and
quantitative accuracy of the attenuation maps were investigated
with simulated and experimental data. Transmission-only and
simultaneous transmission/emission
studies were performed
using phantoms and human subjects. Filtered backprojection
(FBP) and iterative approaches were investigated for the recon
struction of the attenuation maps and for the reconstruction of
attenuation-corrected emission images.
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Configuration of Mul@ple Une Array
The MLA transmission source consists of a series of CLSs
placed opposite to the detector on the camera, which is equipped
with a standard, parallel-hole collimator. The line sources are
parallel to the axis of rotation of the camera and are collimated so
as to allow for a substantial elimination of the broad-beam effect.
The activity of the line sources and their spacing were designed to
create a nearly smooth distribution of the beam intensity. The
whole system rotates around the patient. Because, at each projec
tion, the whole object is illuminated, only a 180Â°camera rotation is
required for collection of the transmission data.
The optimum transmission activity profile is one that yields
constant signal-to-noise ratios across the entire width of the target
object, that is, the human torso. A suitable profile can be achieved
using pairs of line sources, placed symmetrically about the center,
where each pair is weaker than its more interior neighboring pair
by a constant factor. This factor corresponds to the decay of the
source over a fixed time interval. Variations in the spacing of the
sources allow us to closely approximate the optimum activity
profile.
The schematic geometry of the SPECT camera with the MLA
transmission source (with only 8 lines shown) is presented in
Figure 1A. Our simulated and experimental systems contained 20
lines spaced symmetrically about the center ofthe MLA. Figure 1B
shows half of the array plus one source. The profiles of the
resulting photon beam calculated theoretically (thick gray line),
generated in simulations (thin black line) and measured experimen
tally (dotted line) are presented in Figure 2.

SimulationExperiments
Analytical three-dimensional simulations were performed to
investigate the optimum geometry for the transmission source and
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FIGURE 1. (A) Configuration of MIA transmesion source system. Both

simulatedand experimentalMLAsystems contained20 lines,but only8 line
sources are shown in diagram. (B)Schematic (halfof array plus one line)
representationof spacing between sources.
the quality and accuracy of the attenuation maps. A set of 20 line
sources, each 20 cm long, was modeled with a realistic two
dimensional, high-sensitivity collimator (collimation angle = 6Â°)
in front ofthe sources. A uniform water cylinder 60 cm in diameter
was used to calculate the required source spacing and the shape of
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0

pixel
FIGURE 2. Theoretical (thick gray line), simulated (thin black line) and

experimental (dotted line) profiles of photon beam obtained with MLA
system.
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FIGURE3. Phantom used in simula
tions with positions of ROls used in
analysis indicated by white squares
(AOl-i is positioned at heart regkn

and ROl-2 is positioned at edge of
phantom).
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the beam profile. Three datasets with Poisson noise corresponding
to total MLA activities of 1.37, 2.76 and 9.25 GBq were created.
For each simulation with nonuniform line source activity distribu
tion, a matching dataset was created using a uniform distribution
with the same total activity in the MLA system.
Scatter was not included in the simulations, but the distribution
and the amount of scattered photons originating from the transmis
sion source contributing to the transmission window has been
investigated in a separate study and was found to be below 5%.
Because transmission photons are collimated at both positions, at
the source and on the detector, it is understandable that their
contribution to the photopeak window is restricted. The camera
was modeled with a low-energy, high-resolution, parallel-hole
collimator (acceptance angle = 3Â°)situated at 100 cm from the line
source system. All data were generated using a 128 X 128 matrix
size and 64 projections acquired over 180Â°camera rotation.
A highly asymmetrical 30 cm X 22 cm thorax-like phantom
containing a 2.5-cm diameter spinal cord and one ellipsoidal 2
cm X 4.5 cm X 6 cm lung was modeled (Fig. 3). In place of the
other lung, three spheres with diameters 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm and 1.5 cm
were used to create an artifact-prone asymmetry in the phantom
and to assess the spatial resolution of the method. Attenuation
coefficients of 0. 15 cm
0.02 cm and 0.30 cm I were used for
the body, lungs and spinal cord, respectively. The uniform section
of the phantom above the inserts was used for uniformity tests.

transmission scan performed with the object placed on the scanning
bed and a high-statistic planar blank scan without the object or the
bed. These two scans, with appropriate time normalization, were
used in attenuation map reconstruction. Tomographic blank scans
were also acquired to check the accuracy of this procedure.
A 128 X 128 matrix was used, and a total of64 projections were
acquired over a 180Â°rotation with 20 sec/projection. A 20% energy
window centered at 100 keV was used. The distance between the
line sources and the camera surface ranged from 84 cm to 93 cm.
Three phantoms were used in these experiments: (a) a uniform
water cylinder was imaged to test the uniformity of the MLA
attenuation maps; (b) a nonuniform thorax phantom filled with
water and containing dry styrofoam beads (lungs) and plastic
(spinal cord) inserts; and (c) the same thorax phantom with four
2-liter and two 1-liter water bags attached around its circumfer
ence. These were used to model an attenuation situation equivalent
to that ofa 160-kg patient. The objective ofthese tests was to check
the quality and resolution of the attenuation maps for small and
large nonuniform objects. In particular, the problem of missing
counts was investigated for the last phantom configuration.

Simultaneous Emission/Transmission
Studies
Phantom Studies. For the simultaneous emission/transmission
experiments, the 7-liter volume of the thorax phantom was filled
with water containing 160 MBq 99mTC.The outside part of the
heart insert (120 ml) contained 13 MBq 9@Tc, and the middle part
was filled with pure water. The ration of the relative concentration
of activity in the heart to that in the thorax part ofthe phantom was
â€”5:1. Lungs and spinal cord inserts, as well as a plastic lid of the
heart insert, remained without activity.
The acquisition parameters for simultaneous emission/transmis
sion scans were the same as used in the previous experiments.
Three separate datasets were obtained during each acquisition: (a)
emission data using a 15% energy window centered at 140 keV; (b)
transmission data with 20% window at 100 keV; and (c) scatter
data summed from two 10% energy windows centered at 86 keV
and 116keV.
Five series of transmission/emission experiments were per
formed where either a thorax phantom or a thorax phantom with six
nonactive water bags were imaged. An additional emission-only
SPECT scan was performed using a thorax phantom to estimate the
MuttipleLineArraySystem ExperimentalSetup
scatter contribution from 9@Â°'Tc
into each of the energy windows.
A prototype ofthe MLA system contained 20 â€˜53Gd
line sources,
Patient Studies. A simultaneous emission/transmission protocol
each 15.6 cm long and 3 mm in diameter, with activities ranging
from 350 MBq in the two central positions ofthe array to about 15 was also used in the scanning of 15 normal human subjects (12
MBq for the outside sources with a constant ratio of activity of 0.7 men, 3 women; weight range 70â€”140kg). These studies were
between the neighboring lines. The spacing between the lines, performed using a standard heart rest/stress 1-day protocol with
which is shown in Figure 1B, was obtained in simulation studies. 9@Tc injectionsof 370 MBq for the restand750 MBq to 1.1 GBq
for the stress studies.
Initially, the total activity of the system was 2.5 GBq and decayed
The distance between the detector and the MLA system in
to 1.7 GBq by the time the final tests were performed. The
patient studies ranged from 84 to 92 cm. The data were collected,
collimation of the photon beam on the source side was achieved
using the same three energy windows as were used in the phantom
using a standard, high-sensitivity, lead collimator with 2.45-mm
The scanning time was
diameter hexagonal holes and with 22.8-mm-long septa. The studies. Camera starting angle was â€”45Â°.
25 sec for the rest and 20 sec for the stress studies, respectively.
experimentally determined acceptance angle of this collimator,
defined as the maximum angle between the direction of an Two types of blank scans were investigated: (a) 2-mm planar
outgoing photon and the normal to the collimator surface, was 5.3Â°. transmission scans; and (b) tomographic scans with 16 views/30
The whole set of line sources was placed in a 3-mm-thick lead sec per view.
box to shield the back and the sides of the system. The box was
Data Processing
suspended opposite to the detector of the Siemens DIACAM
Crosstalk Correction. Attenuation correction is most needed for
single-head camera equipped with a low-energy, high-resolution,
heart studies, which generally use 99mTc(140 keV) and 201Tl (80
collimator. It had 24.1-mm-long septa and 1.13-mm-diameter holes
keV and 167 keV). For practical reasons (appropriate energy,
(2.7Â° acceptance angle). In this configuration, the maximum
sufficiently long half-life, high detection efficiency and low septal
distance between the detector and the source was 95 cm.
penetration), â€˜53Gd
(100 keV) was chosen for transmission sources.
TransmissionPhantomExperiments
Transmission scans are best performed simultaneously with
The MLA system was first tested in a series of transmission-only
emission studies to avoid coregistration problems and to shorten
phantom experiments. Each study consisted of a tomographic
the time required for the scan. In simultaneously acquired data,
MLA TRANSMISSION
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scattered photons from the isotope with higher energy may con
for reconstructing the attenuation maps were compared using
tribute substantially to the lower-energy window, resulting in a simulated data with different levels of activity in the transmission
significant error in quantitation. Appropriate methods of scatter source.
(crosstalk) correction are required.
Reconstruction ofihe Attenuation-Corrected Emission Data. To
In this article, only the case of 9@Â°'Tc/153Gd
was studied and the estimate the performance of the attenuation correction method, the
99mTc contribution into â€˜53Gdphotopeak window had to be emission images were reconstructed without and with attenuation
removed. Our crosstalk correction method used energy window correction. The ordered subsets expectation maximization (OSEM)
subtraction, similar to the scatter correction of the emission data (19â€”21
) method, which is fast and efficient, was used for both
(16). For the Tc/Gd acquisitions, the combined data from the two reconstructions. For the phantom studies, the oblique slices passing
10% scatter windows (centered at 86 and 116 keV) was multiplied
through the heart region were compared visually, and profiles
by a normalization factor and subtracted from the transmission
through different regions were assessed for quantitative accuracy
data.
with the known true value of activity. Similar analysis was also
The normalization factor was obtained experimentally using two done for patient studies, although the true activity distribution in
methods. First, a SPECT scan using the same three energy the heart muscle remains unknown.
windows was performed for the thorax phantom with the transmis
sion source shielded. The lOO-keV transmission window and the
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
two 86- and 116-keV scatter windows contained only scattered
photons from the l40-keV 99mTCisotope. The normalization factor SImulatedData
was determined from the ratio of counts in the 100 keV window to
The attenuation maps of the simulated phantoms containing
the sum of 80-keV plus 1l6-keV windows. Second, because our uniform material did not display any nonuniformities or serious
line sources are only 15.3 cm long and the detector size is 40 X 50 artifacts. In the nonuniform section of the phantom, even the
cm, only about half of the detector surface records transmission
smallest of the three spheres could be distinguished in the
data. The data collected in the other half was used to estimate the attenuation map, indicating that the resolution is on the order of
@Â°@Tc
scatter contribution into the l00-keV transmission window
1 cm.
and the 86-keV plus 1l6-keV windows. The values of the normal
Qualitative comparison of the maps obtained with uniform
ization factor, determined using these two methods for several and nonuniform distributions of activity in the MLA system
different phantom and patient experiments, were found be very shows that the data generated with the nonuniform MLA
close to each other, and the average value of 1.1 was adopted for activity distribution display less noise, particularly in the central
the final processing of the data.
region of the phantom. The accuracy of reconstruction of the
Missing Counts Correction. Another important problem in attenuation coefficients j.@was compared for two regions of
transmission scanning is the existence ofpixels, which, due to high interest (ROIs), one in the heart region and the other at the edge
attenuation, contain very few or no recorded photons (the so-called of the phantom (see Fig. 3). The errors in for both ROIs are
missing counts problem). This effect, caused by the high attenua
higher in the case of uniform MLA distribution than in the case
tion of the transmission photons, is especially prevalent in large of nonuniform MLA distribution, although some exceptions
patients and becomes even larger after the crosstalk correction is due to the high statistical noise in the low activity data are
applied because subtraction of the scatter data can create several present. For nonuniform MLA activity distribution, good
pixels with zero or even negative count values.
quality attenuation maps can be obtained for large objects, even
Our method to fill in low count areas uses an iterative interpo
with relatively low activity in the source system. For example,
lation of the data contained in 3 X 3 X 3 volumes of 27 pixels. for the lowest simulated total source activity (1 .37 GBq), the
These three-dimensional calculations use the projection data and relative error in the reconstructed p@values was â€”@3%
for the
are performed using x, y and 0 coordinates. The algorithm â€œwalksâ€•ROI-l and 6% for the ROI-2 for the nonuniform activity
through the data, starting from the boundaries of the object, where distribution, compared with 4% and 10%, respectively, for the
there is little attenuation and many counts are recorded, and moves same ROIs in the uniform activity distribution. Both the errors
toward the center, where the attenuation is more extensive, and the and the difference between the
values obtained with the two
data are more scarce. It replaces the content of the pixels with activity distributions decreased by -- PYoâ€”2%
in the ROIs for the
negative and/or low counts (pixels with <4 counts) with the value middle total source activity (2.76 GBq). For the highest total
that is equal to the average calculated over the whole 27-pixel box. source activity in the MLA system (9.25 GBCIJ, the p@value
We have found that, for the majority of cases, one iteration is errors are 1% and 3%, respectively, and the benefits of
sufficient to fill all missing counts pixels. For very low source nonuniform distribution are even less pronounced.
activity and/or a highly attenuating object, more iterations may be
Next, different approaches in attenuation map reconstruction
required. In all studies presented here, the missing counts compen
were studied. The errors and the relative times required for
sation algorithm was applied to the data before reconstruction.
attenuation map reconstructions using FBP and iterative PM
LCG were compared. Figure 4 (A, B and C) shows examples of
Reconstructions
attenuation maps reconstructed using the FBP with ramp filter
Several reconstruction methods were investigated at different only, FBP with a Butterworth filter (order 5 cutoff 0.4) and the
stages of this study; however, evaluation of these approaches goes PMLCG method, respectively. The transmission data for these
beyond the scope of this article and will be presented in a later reconstructions were generated with a medium (2.76 GBq) total
publication. Only an abbreviated discussion ofthe methods that we activity in the MLA with a nonuniform distribution. The error
found the most efficient is included in this work.
in the reconstructed
values for the PMLCG was of the order
Attenuation Map Reconstruction. In the initial tests of the of2% and 5% for the ROI-1 and ROI-2, respectively, and <1%
geometry of the transmission source (activity, collimation and worse in each ROI for the FBP method. The reconstruction time
spacing), the attenuation maps were reconstructed using FBP with on a PentiumPro200 computer was
100 times shorter for the
only a ramp filter and a Butterworth filter (order 5 with cutoff 0.4). FBP than for the PMLCG iterative method. The FBP method
Next, the performances of the FBP and the penalized maximum
was, therefore, used in all later reconstructions of the attenua
likelihood conjugate gradient (PMLCG) (17,18) iterative method tion maps presented here.
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FIGURE 4. Attenuation maps recon
structed from simulated data using FBP
with ramp filter only (A), FBP with Butterworth filter order 5 cutoff 0.4 (B) and
PMLCG iterative method with 20 itera
tions (C). Transmission data for recon
structions were generated with medium
(2.76 GBq) total activity in source with
nonuniform distribution.

Experimental Data
Reconstruction of attenuation maps requires calculating ra
tios of counts in the blank projections (without the object) to
counts in the transmission projections (with the object in place).
It is important, therefore, that the shape of the transmission
source activity distribution remains the same for all the projec
tions during these two studies. Because both the detector and
the MLA system rotate around the patient, gravity may cause
some variations in their relative positions at different camera
angles. To study the influence of gravity on the attenuation
maps produced by our MLA system, we performed both planar

and tomographic blank scans and used them in the attenuation
map reconstructions.
We found that, indeed, there was a small variation in the
relative positions of the MLA system and the detector during
the camera rotation. Using a planar blank scan created a ring
artifact in the attenuation maps. The effect is small and was
corrected by using a tomographic blank scan. Our tests have
demonstrated that interpolating the data acquired at only six to
eight angular positions is sufficient to completely correct for
this problem.
Uniformity of the attenuation maps was tested by scanning
uniform cylinders and also analyzing the uniform part of the
thorax phantom for different levels of activity in the transmis
sion source. Similar to the simulated data, these reconstructed
maps were uniform and did not display artifacts.
Figure 5 presents examples of the experimental attenuation
maps of the nonuniform thorax phantom (Fig. 5A), the same
thorax phantom with six water bags (Fig. 5B), a small (80 kg)
patient (Fig. 5C) and a large (140 kg) patient (Fig. 5D) obtained
with the MLA transmission source with the activity ranging
from 2.5 to â€”1.7GBq. No artifacts are present in these maps,
and their quality is good. The resolution is of the order of 1 cm,
consistent with simulation results. One can clearly see the
outline of the lungs and the spinal cord in the phantom and, less
pronounced, in the patient images. Also, the small air gaps that
were present between the water bags in the phantom study and
the plastic screws in the top slice of the phantom can be seen
(data not shown).
The attenuation coefficients obtained from transmission-only
experiments (Table 1) compare well with the value of 0.171
cm"1, which corresponds to /j, for water for 100-keV photons

FIGURE 5. Experimental attenuation maps obtained with MLA transmission
source for nonuniform thorax phantom (A), same thorax phantom with six
water bags attached around its circumference (B), small (80 kg) patient (C)
and large (140 kg) patient (D).

(22). The simultaneous transmission/emission
measurements
result in slightly lower fi values. This effect may be attributed
to the approximations made during the missing counts correc
tion procedure for the data where the noise level was addition
ally increased by the crosstalk subtraction. Similar ju, values

TABLE 1
Values of ^ in Heart Region
True value

Transmission-only scan

Transmission-emission

scan

Object
cylinderThorax
Uniform
phantomThorax
bagsSmall
with
patientMedium
patientLarge
patient0.1710.1710.1710.1740.1730.1700.0080.0060.0050.1690.1670.1650.1680.1640.1710.0080.0090.0100.0060.0080.007
Values of fi (in cm 1)and s.d. (a) were determined from the 10 x 10 pixel ROI placed in the heart region. For the phantom studues, values obtained from
transmission-only and transmission/emission

scans are compared. Patients had only one simultaneous transmission/emission

scan.
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were also obtained from the patient studies, although there, the
true value of the attenuation coefficient is unknown. Table 1
summarizes these results. The quoted numbers were calculated
as an average over a 10 X 10 ROI placed in the heart region of
the corresponding attenuation maps.
The experimental attenuation maps, after being scaled from
100 to 140 keV photon energy, were incorporated into the
reconstruction algorithm to obtain attenuation-corrected emis
sion data. Figure 6 presents unconnected (Fig. 6A) and attenu
ation-corrected (Fig. 6B) emission images for the thorax phan
tom reconstructed with the OSEM method (10 iterations of
OSEM with 16 subsets followed by a three-dimensional median
filter). Comparison of the oblique slices and profiles drawn
through the center of the heart clearly demonstrates that the
apparent lower activity in the inferior wall of the heart in the
uncorrected image is properly scaled in the attenuation-cor
rected image. Both profiles were normalized to the maximum
pixel value in each image.
Although it is difficult to perform similar quantitative anal
ysis in patient data because the true activity distribution is not
known, the attenuation-corrected
images and corresponding
profiles presented in Figure 7 clearly demonstrate the compen
sating effect of applying attenuation correction to the emission
data.
CONCLUSION

Attenuation correction based on accurate, experimentally
determined attenuation maps is important for quantitative
SPECT imaging. Here, we have presented a new design for a
transmission source and investigated the quality of the attenu
ation maps generated with this source. The MLA system uses
up to 20 collimated line sources, placed parallel to the axis of
2188
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FIGURE 6. Uncorrected (top) and attenuation-corrected (bottom) emission
images (A) and corresponding profiles (B) drawn through center of heart for
thorax phantom reconstructed with OSEM method. Counts in profiles were
normalized to maximum in slice.

so

FIGURE 7. Uncorrected (top) and attenuation-corrected (bottom) emission
images (A) and corresponding profiles (B) drawn through center of heart for
patient study reconstructed with OSEM method. Counts in profiles were
normalized to maximum in slice.

rotation of the camera behind a high-sensitivity, parallel-hole
collimator and opposite a detector equipped with a standard,
parallel-hole collimator. The system can be used with single- or
dual-head 90Â°camera systems.
Tests performed using simulated and experimental phantom
data have demonstrated that the attenuation maps obtained
using the MLA system display no artifacts and are qualitatively
and quantitatively correct. The FBP method was chosen for the
/n map reconstructions because of its short computational time.
For reconstruction of attenuation-corrected
emission images,
the OSEM method (10 iterations) was used. The attenuationcorrected emission images for the phantom studies demonstrate
that the activity in the heart can be accurately reconstructed. A
significant qualitative improvement was obtained also when
attenuation correction was used on patient data.
An important advantage of the MLA design is that the
distribution of activity in the source system is tailored to the
attenuation in the human body minimizing the problem encoun
tered when too few counts are recorded in some pixels of the
transmission scan. At the same time, the nonuniform activity
distribution allows for an easy and cost-effective replacement of
the line sources as they decay, because only the two central ones
need to be replaced to bring the array back to its full strength.
All other lines are moved outward one position, and the weakest
lines are removed. Choosing a fixed time interval of, for
example, 6 mo, permits sources to be used for the period of 4 yr,
reducing operating costs.
Further analysis of the MLA system, in particular, quantita
tive assessment of the accuracy of the method and performance
of different reconstruction techniques, is currently being per
formed. A clinical study of the diagnostic value of the attenu
ation-corrected data will begin shortly.
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Ghost-Like
Scintigraphy

Figure 1.
PURPOSE
A 70-yr-old man ( Patient A) with a history of bilateral
epiphora for 3 mo was referred tor dacryoscintigraphy. The
patient was seated in front of the gamma camera. After the
instillation of radioactivity in each eye, sequential analog
images were obtained. The last 32 frames are presented ( Fig.
I ). The magnified form of the last frame demonstrated the face
of the patient (Fig. 2). During the acquisition of the last frame
(24 min of the study), another patient (Patient B) in whom 20
mCi >Wn'Tc-mcthylene diphosphonate had been injected tor a
bone scan had entered the examination room and stood behind
Patient A. The head of Patient A attenuated the gamma pho
tons emitted from Patient B. Together with accumulated
radioactivity in both nasolacrimal glands, a ghost-like image
was obtained.

Figure

2.

TRACER
Technetium-99m-pertechnetatc.

IOO|iCiin

l Oui drops

ROUTE OF ADMINISTRATION
Instillation into each lower temporal marginal tear strip by
micropipette
TIME AFTER INJECTION
Dynamic study acquired one frame per 15 sec for 24 min
INSTRUMENTATION
Toshiba GCA-601E gamma camera fitted with a parallel-hole
collimator
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